POWER SHIFT
A 10-week leadership accelerator for people in design and tech

About Power Shift
Power Shift is a 10-week leadership accelerator for both emerging and established leaders in design and tech.

Through a mix of live masterclasses, self-guided modules, and group coaching sessions, participants will learn the self-leadership skills they need to confidently speak up and share their perspectives, set direction for their teams, and communicate effectively with partners and stakeholders—even during uncertain times.

What’s covered
In Power Shift, participants will learn to:

- Define their leadership values and strengths
- Set goals and priorities for themselves and their teams
- Take ownership of their ideas and perspectives
- Bring presence and a point of view to meetings
- Manage stress and change sustainably
- Work through fear and get unstuck as a leader
- Set healthy work boundaries
- Hold difficult conversations with peers and partners
- Advocate for themselves, their work, and their vision

Program at a glance
- 5 live masterclasses
- 5 drop-in coaching sessions
- Weekly self-guided modules
- StrengthsFinder "Top 5" report
- Custom digital workbook

Pricing
- $699 earlybird
- $849 standard registration

Company benefits
Power Shift will help your team members step into their unique leadership style, recognize and shift the habits that are holding them back, and take greater ownership of their work and their futures. As a result, you'll see:

- More self-directed leadership and better decision-making, instead of waiting for someone else to make a call
- More connection and engagement, because people are focused on what matters, not on people-pleasing
- Increased capacity to navigate challenging situations and unexpected org shifts
- Better communication and collaboration during stressful moments—leading to healthier teams and projects

Active Voice
Bold leaders. Better workplaces.

Since 2020, we've been helping people in design and tech understand who they are and how they lead—so they can speak up with confidence, build team resilience, and navigate challenges with ease.

More at activevoicehq.com